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Meeting Bubble Program at Hotel Indigo Detroit Downtown 

Provides Safe Solutions for Meetings, Incentives and Events 

 

Detroit, MI – April 7, 2021 – Hotel Indigo Detroit Downtown announced the enhanced Meeting 

Bubble Program, a program that facilitates safe, productive meetings and events by creating a 

Bubble Environment that considers the well-being of you and your attendees in every aspect of 

your program, while continuing to provide innovative and warm hospitality experiences that are 

equal parts comfortable, kind, respectful and welcoming. 

Whether hosting an in-person gathering or connecting with virtual attendees, the Hotel Indigo 

Detroit Downtown has the technology and a team to enhance your event. Our Meeting Bubble 

Program along with the IHG Meet with Confidence Program are committed to making sure 

your event is just right. That means high levels of cleanliness, clutter free event spaces and an 

experience that supports the wellbeing of your attendees.  

Our Meet with Confidence program with our enhanced Meeting Bubble Program follows the 

local state regulations and CDC guidelines for the safety and well-being of guests and 

employees. Whether it’s a team meeting or social celebration, we are ready to deliver creative 

solutions with social distancing in mind, and ensure every event is a success.  

Our promise to you delivers what you need with the flexibility you want including: 

 Designated attendee guestroom floors 

 Dedicated group registration areas and contactless check-in/check-out  

 All meeting space is on the same floor, private and not exposed to hotel guests 

 Management of attendee flow with signage and staggered breaks where possible. 

 Customized floor plans and meeting sets featuring appropriate spatial distancing as well as 

hand sanitizing stations throughout the meeting and event space. 

 Tables and chairs disinfected before every meeting or event and during breaks  

 Curated meals featuring thoughtfully pre-packaged, grab-and-go and plated options with 

enhanced food handling and service guidelines.  

 Through our partnership with PSAV, the hotel offers technology solutions to support virtual 

and hybrid meetings. 
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For a full list of health and safety protocols and to learn more about having a meeting or event at 

the Hotel Indigo Detroit Downtown, please visit website www.hotelindigo.com/detroit-dtwn or call 

Laura Zolnowski at (313) 720-0411.  

About Hotel Indigo Detroit Downtown  

The hotel has just completed over $10M in renovation rebranding into a Hotel Indigo Detroit 

Downtown. Upbeat inspiring and friendly, we bring a fresh perspective to our guests, so they 

experience the neighborhood in the unique Indigo way. We offer 1750 Square Feet of meeting 

space and 241 rooms with different room type options to accommodate your specific needs. 
 

The mid-century modern design can be seen throughout with the warm wood finishes, bright 

palette of fabrics and millwork pieces. 

Located in the heart of downtown Detroit, Hotel Indigo welcomes you into a unique boutique 

hotel that combines authentic local experiences, modern design and intimate service with the 

peace of mind and consistency of staying with one of the world’s largest hotel groups – IHG.   

 

You can taste the local Detroit flavor on our menu and see it in the art and photography 

displayed on our walls. Spread cheer with friends at our bar before getting advice from our 

friendly staff on what is happening around town. 

From the beginnings of Motown and rock and roll to the evolution of hip-hop and punk, the 

magic of music planted its roots in Detroit in the early 1930’s. Knit into every facet of our 

boutique hotel, Detroit's deep musical history is reflected in all 241 guest rooms with Motown-

themed décor and mid-century modern furnishings.  

  

Detroit spawns icons – many of the world's most beloved musicians hail from the Motor City – 

and we honor that imaginative spirit by welcoming local visual artists to showcase their creative 

works in our public spaces. Our galleries are rotating, so there's always something new from 

Detroit's inspired artistic community on display. 

About Pyramid Hotel Group  

Boston-based Pyramid Hotel Group is one of the predominant hotel management companies in 

the U.S., managing a diverse portfolio of hotels and resorts in destinations throughout the 

United States, Europe and the Caribbean. For additional information please visit 

PyramidHotelGroup.com or MeetingBubble.info 
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